
When I Grow Up…

When I grow up, I’d like to be a  .

Firefighters wear  .

They use  .

They drive a  .

They help  .

Word Bank

firefighter uniform helmet axe

hose fire engine people
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When I Grow Up…

When I grow up, I’d like to be an  .

Astronauts wear  .

They go into  .

They travel in a  .

They explore  .

Word Bank

astronaut the Moon spacesuit

rocket space
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When I Grow Up…

When I grow up, I’d like to be a  .

Vets wear  .

They use  .

They help  .

Word Bank

vet uniform

stethoscope animals
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When I Grow Up…

When I grow up, I’d like to be an  .

Athletes wear  .

They take part in  .

They sometimes win  .

Word Bank

athlete shorts sports shoes

sports races medals
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When I Grow Up…

When I grow up, I’d like to be a  .

Musicians make  .

Musicians play  .

They perform at  .

Word Bank

musician music

instruments concerts
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When I Grow Up…

When I grow up, I’d like to be a  .

Scientists wear  .

Scientists work in a  .

Scientists sometimes use  .

Scientists do  .

Word Bank

scientist lab coat safety goggles

lab chemicals experiments
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